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The housing problem is essential to people’s livelihood. Facing growing housing 
problems, the research on how to strengthen housing policy and seek a way to crack 
the housing problems has became a hot subject for the current academic research 
circle. As the starting point and target of housing policy, the objective of housing 
policy influences and restricts the housing policy-making and analysis of such policy 
and the starting point of the study on housing policy. In order to understand the 
current Chinese housing policy better and make clear the improvement direction of 
Chinese housing policy, this paper, based on the Chinese housing policy practice, 
conducts research on the choice of Chinese housing policy objectives. 
Firstly, with the housing market-oriented reforms in China since reform and 
opening up as the basic clue, in this paper, the historical evolution of established 
Chinese housing policy objectives is divided into four stages and the author depicts 
the choice and collection of Chinese housing policy objectives in different stages. 
Following that, the paper analyzes the choice and evolution of Chinese housing policy 
objectives from the aspects of reason exploration and achieved test. On the one hand, 
through the basic framework of multiple-streams theory, the author explores the main 
reason causing the four evolutions of Chinese housing policy objectives in the past 
over thirty years; on the other hand, based on relevant empirical data, the author 
further tests the achievements of Chinese housing policy objectives in the process of 
evolution. At last, on the basis of introspection of Chinese housing policy objectives 
and its evolution, the author constructs the collection of housing policy objectives of 
“realization of housing ownership-cored guarantee-market mode”, and raises 
suggestion for reasonable choice of Chinese housing policy objectives.  
At present, the marketization adjustment of Chinese housing market is in a 
critical period. Through exclusive research on Chinese housing policy objectives 
















housing policy objectives, identifies the causes for housing policy objectives, tests the 
achievements of housing policy objectives, introspects the main issues in housing 
policy objectives and discusses the reasonable choice of housing policy objectives, 
which are helpful for people to better understand the essence of the problems in 
Chinese housing policies and have certain directive significance to address problems 
in current Chinese housing and continually improve the Chinese housing policies in 
the future. 
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